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Originally posted by archsage_julz: To ObeySeries: FE10 (Radiant Dawn)Character/Pairing: Lucia/ElinciaRating: PGWord Count: 1045Author Note: I just happened to be in a L&amp;A E mood and decided to do a short fic. I had an idea that when Elincia sent Lucia as an mp for the Begnion senator, Valtome, was
douchébag he sent soldiers to chase Lucia and kill her through. So I decided to play on that idea for the sake of emotion. So here, hope you like it. Also, I decided to post it on LJ instead of FFN, because I feel like FFN is now just... bleaurgh with fandoms. So yes, I feel safer here, aha. Read more... Collapse ) Fire icon:
Radiant DawnDeveloper (s) Intelligent SystemNintendo SPDPublisher (s) Nintendo Director (s) Taeko KanedaProducer (s) Toru NarihiroHitoshi YamagamiDesigner (s) Sachiko WadaToyohisa TanabeYoshimasa AritaRyuichiro KoguchiYoshihisa IsaShingo IgataPromer Artist Senri KitaMasahiro HiguchiWriter Ken
YokoyamaKouhei MaedaSuzuyo UmezawaYurie HattoriComposer(s) Yoshito HiranoChika SekigawaNaoko MitomeSeriesFire EmblemPlatform:22 Feb 2007[1]NA: November 5, 2007[1]AU: Day 10 2008[2]EU: March 14, 2008[1] Single-player Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn[a] is a tactical role-playing game developed by
Intelligent Systems and released by Nintendo for the Wii home console. It is the tenth entry in the Fire Emblem series,[b] and acts as a direct follow-up to the 2005 GameCube title Fire Emblem: Path of Radiance. It was released in 2007 in Japan and North America, and in 2008 in Europe and Australia. Radiant Dawn's
plot begins in the war-torn country of Daein with the protagonist Micaiah and her allies, the Dawn Brigade, rebeling against the oppressive Begnion Occupation Army. The story is divided into four parts, and changes views between different factions in the continent of Tellius. The gameplay is similar to Path of Radiance
and previous Fire Emblem titles, with units moving on grid-based maps in turn-based battles, and characters not related to the core storyline subject to permanent death if defeated. Radiant Dawn began development in 2005 for the Wii after the success of Path of Radiance. Continuing the development trend for home
consoles after a period of time on mobile devices, it was intended to release close to the Wii hardware release to increase sales for both games and hardware. Radiant Dawn received positive reviews, with critics praising the core gameplay, with some criticizing the game's lack of motion control and difficulty. Gameplay
See also: Gameplay of Fire Emblem A battle in Radiant Dawn Radiant Dawn retains the gameplay mechanism of Fire Emblem: Path of Radiance, with turn-based battles taking place on the square grid. Most Path of Radiance actors are back, including all characters (with the exception of Largo), as well as new
characters for Tellius. [5] Data from a complete Path of Radiance saved file can be transferred to Radiant Dawn via a Nintendo GameCube memory card, which can result in characters making statistical profits. Support for conversations from path of Radiance can also be accessed and viewed using this method. In
Radiant Dawn, the support system has been changed so that one unit can support any other unit, although units can only have one support relationship per unit. A subsidy support called a bond is also available, which is active by default or obtained when two units have achieved an A support level in the Path of
Radiance. [6] Radiant Dawn's multiple-sided storyline and lack of a permanent protagonist result in the player controlling different factions in the game. In the later stages of the game, the player's units will fight against a previously playable set of enemy units; [7] although the perpetual death feature is popular for the Fire
Emblem series, some previously playable partner units and enemy units defeated in battle will still be playable later in the game. Radiant Dawn has introduced new features related to unit development, such as double promotion for beorcs, allowing the unit a special skill depending on the unit's class. [5] [6] New features
have also been added to the laguz units, including a maximum increase to 40, und variant combat capabilities, and the presence of wolf laguz. [8] There were also modifications to combat, including an altitude advantage that allowed units at higher altitudes with more power and accuracy. [6] Radiant Dawn introduced the
highest level of weapon, known as the SS, requiring a unit to use a specific weapon multiple times. In previous Fire Emblem games, the player cannot attack adjacent units, but crossbows, as well as a few other bows, allow such units to attack both adjacent and distant units. Dark Magic, ignored from the Path of
Radiance but present in previous games, has been re-introduced to form a second magical trio (like the stone paper pull system) along with one of path of radiance. [6] Plot Radiant Dawn is divided into four sections, each beginning with an opening chapter introducing the situation, followed by a series of chapters
addressed by an Endgame chapter. Three years after the Mad King War, detailed in the Path of Radiance, Daein, who instigated the war and eventually lost, and the country that won Crimea is still in the process of rebuilding. Although Crimea was ruled by Queen Elincia, Daein lacked a proper successor and was
instead ruled by the occupying forces of the Begnion Empire. The Daeins were oppressed by corrupt Begnion senators and Royal soldier. A Daein rebel group named the Dawn Brigade, headed by Micaiah and Sothe, acts as vigilantes to offer some measure of hope against After being driven from the capital, the Dawn
Brigade fled into the northern desert. There they met prince heron Rafiel and queen laguz wolf Nailah, whom people had not seen in Tellius for several centuries. Soon after, the Dawn Brigade located and allied with the orphaned son of King Ashnard pelleas, Mr. Izuka's intrigue and ruthless adviser, and Daein's former
general known as the Black Knight. The group launched a guerrilla war against the occupying army, freeing Daein's former soldiers from prison camps and gaining people's loyalty. Micaiah's efforts became legendary in these campaigns, with the people of Daein calling her the Silver-Haired Young Woman. News of the
Daein's situation finally reached Queen Sanaki of Begnion, who sent his trusted sephiran adviser to Daein to reign in the occupation army. The Senate refused and scapegoats occupied General Jarod, who was ousted and killed by the liberation army in an attack on the capital. Not knowing it all, Izuka tricked Pelleas into
signing a contract known as a blood pact with the head of the Begnion senate, Lekain, which would kill more and more Daein citizens when activated. News of Pelleas' as asceticism to Crimea, and Queen Elincia's recognition of Pelleas as the legitimate ruler of Daein infuriated the Crimean nobility. The fear that crimea's
enemies are rebuilding creates discontent in all levels of Crimean society. A Crimean nobleman named Ludveck used the tension to organize an uprising to declare Crimea for himself. Warned of Ludveck's plans, the Crimean Royal Knights attacked and captured Ludveck's castle. However, this was a distracting move,
and Ludveck's army besieged Elincia's castle, but they were repelled and Ludveck was captured. He tries to force Elincia to release him by holding her friend Lucia hostage, but she is rescued by Ike and mercenaries Greil. Before Ike leaves, Elincia reveals the return of the Black Knight in Daein. When Ike returned to his
headquarters, he was hired by the Laguz Union, which included the Pheonicis hawk nation, the Kilvas Crow nation, and the Gallia Monster Nation. Their representative, Ranulf, explained that Rafiel had revealed that the Begnion Senate was responsible for the earlier assassination of begnion apostles and framed heron
clans for it, leading to their near destruction. This led to the Laguz Alliance declaring war on Begnion. Ike leads the Alliance into battle against the Begnion forces, commanded by the veteran general Zelgius. The situation quickly escalates, threatening to become a world war that will awaken the chaotic god Yune, who is
said to destroy the world. Begnion presses Daein into a war with the blood treaty and uses another blood pact to force Kilvas to fight Laguz Alliance. Pelleas (pello) tablets) Micaiah to kill him to free Daein from the blood pact, but even if she does, it simply results in the blood treaty transferred to her. Nailah and Prince
Kurthnaga of the dragon nation of Goldoa learned of Daein's situation and also sided with them. Meanwhile, Begnion began raiding Crimean villages for aid, enticing Crimea into the conflict on the side of the Laguz Alliance, and Queen Sanaki escaped the clutches of the senate and joined the Alliance along with begnion
soldiers loyal to her. A great battle followed, and chaos began to awaken Yune; Micaiah was forced to soon wake her up with galdr release. Yune's awakening also awakens the order goddess Ashera. [7] As a punishment for bringing the world into chaos, Ashera later inposized Tellius; Only the strongest warriors and
human-laguz hybrids exist. She decided that humanity did not deserve to survive and must be wiped out, and recruited the Begnion senate to this end. Guided by Yune, who sided with humanity, Ike, Micaiah, and King Tibarn of Pheonicis led three groups in an attack on the Guide Tower where Ashera is located. Their
journey brings some revelations about the world and previous conflicts. Ranulf reveals that the black knight's true identity is Zelgius; if Pelleas survives, Izuka reveals that he is not Ashnard's son, but rather a donkey who is accidentally used to place Daein further under Begnion's thumb; Yune reveals that the old claim
that human-laguz hybrids are a crime against goddesses and the next persecution against them is based on a lie. In Tower of Guidance, the group kills corrupt Begnion senators and frees Daein and Kilvas from blood pacts while Ike defeats Zelgius in a rematch to death. At the entrance to Ashera's room, the group
meets Sephiran, who reveals himself to be the ancient Heron Lehran. Sephiran acknowledged that the massacre of Heron's clans destroyed his faith in humanity, and that he designed both the Mad King War and the Laguz-Begnion conflict to destroy the world. After defeating him, Yune empowers Ike with divine power,
and he defeats Ashera and restores Tellius peace. Later, Micaiah learned that she was Sanaki's long-lost and believed dead sister, but left for Daein's throne with the approval of Pelleas (if he survived) and the citizen Daein. Ike leaves the continent and is never seen again. Hundreds of years later, Yune and Ashera
combine to once again become goddess Ashunera, author of Tellius. In the second game onwards, Lehran can be forgiven and redeemed; in this case, he greeted Ashunera and revealed that the continent was once again about to go to war, and Ashunera was determined to protect the people. Development To 2005,
when Radiant Dawn's predecessor Path of Radiance was released, the Fire Emblem series was a success overseas first with the release of Fire Emblem for the Game Boy Advance and then path of Radiance for the GameCube. Developers at Intelligent Systems wanted to continue the story of Path of Radiance on
home consoles, but they decided not to release on the Gamecube because it had become an redundant system. Instead, as they saw the hardware sales capabilities of the Fire Emblem series, they chose to develop the next game for the growing Wii. Development began in May 2005, around the same time the Wii was
first announced under the code name Revolution. The reason development started so early was because they wanted to release Radiant Dawn as close to the machine's release, so it would drive both hardware and software sales: for the first time in the series' history, developers tried anything like that. They also
decided to turn it into an exclusive Wii rather than create versions for both the Wii and the Gamecube, as the new graphics meant the game could not run on the Gamecube. This in turn coincided with the decision to keep the series on home consoles instead of developing for the new Nintendo DS mobile after being



absent between the releases of Path of Radiance and Fire Emblem: Thracia 776. [10] The Wii's motion control options were not implemented into gameplay as it felt unnecessary for the design. Wi-Fi compatibility has been considered, with features such as downloadable battle maps and units, although difficulties related
to balance and difficulty have prevented the idea from developing. [10] Radiant Dawn will be the last major Fire Emblem game to be released for the Nintendo home console until the release of Fire Emblem: Three Houses for the Nintendo Switch in 2019. [11] Like the previous game, CGI cuts scenes were created by
Digital Frontier. [12] The number of employees, including those working on the cuts scenes, went from about a hundred for Path of Radiance to about 200 for Radiant Dawn: half of the staff worked on the game itself, while the other half worked on cuts scenes. For cuts scenes, Digital Frontier is required to show an
antholyption range rather than just focusing on the characters, a trend from Path of Radiance that developers feel is wrong. All the character's movement in the cuts scenes is mapped using the motion capture feature, with between 100 and 150 animations for each character to perform. [9] This scenario is a continuation
of the Path of Radiance story, although the game is not given a deliberate ending. The team initially thought of a three-part structure, then settled in the current format Their goal from the start is to create a large-scale, complex world for players to enjoy. It's the first time Has combined such a structure into a Fire Emblem
game. [10] The dialogue for the characters was made slightly rougher based on feedback from Path of Radiance, where the character dialogue remained calm and cultured even in combat situations. The total number of characters increased by about 1.5 times compared to path of Radiance. So players can track how
characters interact with each other, the team introduced character relationship flow charts. The game's Japanese subtitles mention both a protagonist and how Tellius becomes. They also want to further portray conflict themes explored in the Path of Radiance. The game's themed colors, shown in its artwork and
presentation, are red, as opposed to the use of blue in path of Radiance. [9] Senri Kita, character designer for Path of Radiance, returned to that possibility for Radiant Dawn. [13] ReceivedAggregate scoreAggregatorScoreMetacritic78/100[14]RatingPublicationScore1Up.com9/10EGM8.83/10Eurogamer7/10[15]Game
Informer7/10GameRevolutionB+GameSpot6/10[15] Game Informer7/10GameRevolutionB+GameSpot6/10[15] GamesTM8/10GameTrailers7.3/10IGN8/10[17]Nintendo Life8/10[18]Nintendo Power9.5/10ONM78%[19] Radiant Dawn holds a score of 78 out of 100 on review a general review site Metacritic, showing
generally favorable reviews. [14] Lark Anderson of GameSpot noted that, although players can save mid-battle, difficulty will easily overwhelm even experienced tacticers. [16] Keza MacDonald of Eurogamer appreciated the depth and sophistication of the game, but noted the lack of accessibility due to complications and
greater difficulty as Radiant Dawn progressed. [15] Some critics also criticized the choice of developers not to use the Wii's motion controls,[15][19] although Bryan Boulette of RPGamer commented that the game was lucky to offer an unchanged traditional experience just for the sake of changing it. [20] Generally
speaking, critics praised the gameplay system recognized in previous Fire Emblem games, but noted that the game felt too similar to its GameCube predecessor, with ONM's Chandra Nair commenting that Radiant Dawn had refused to move forward. [19] Yuri Spadeface of Hyper praised the game for its deep and
difficult strategy. However, he criticized it as uncompromising, noting that it features permanent death and is not really a Wii game. [21] Critics praised the sophistication of the gameplay aspects found in Path of Radiance, such as the weapon forging system, which the ONM thought was simpler to control in Radiant
Dawn. [19] Other changes, such as changes to the support system, were not welcome, with GameSpot commenting that support conversations had been reduced to battlefield chats. [16] Michael Donahoe of 1UP praised the length and micro character of the game, but say laguz still not useful. [22] Although Fire Emblem
games have praised for their storyline and personality in the past, GameSpot describes the story as funny and the game's villain as clichéd and one-dimensional. [16] Conversely, RPGamer praised the changes in perspective using different protagonists, which Boulette felt made the overall story feel a lot wider and wider
in scope. [20] The presentation received mixed reactions, with Mark Bozon of IGN praising the use of FMV and accompanying voice acting, although he commented that they were inflexory, and that voice acting should be used for the entire game. [17] The game's music received a positive response, with GameSpy
noting composer Yuka Tsujiyoko's work as Remarkably Good. [23] However, many critics noted that the game's image was very similar to its predecessor,[16][19] with GameSpot rating them as little or no graphical improvement from Path of Radiance. [16] GameSpy noted that the game's image was not mindblowing but
welcomed radiant Dawn's interface and camera, staying in mind, usually focusing on functionality before its formation, but Radiant Dawn crucified both. [23] Reference ^ a 5 c Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn. Nintendo life. ^ a 1 Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn—Nintendo Au. Nintendo. February 7, 2008. Archived from the
original on February 10, 2008. Retrieved June 12, 2008. ^ Iwata Asks: Fire Emblem: Shadow Dragon. Fire icon: Shadow Dragon's official website. 2008. Archived from the original on November 4, 2010. Retrieved July 17, 2015. ^ 社⻑が訊く『ファイアーエムブレム 新‧紋章の謎 ~光と影の英雄~』. Nintendo. 2010.
Archived from the original on July 16, 2015. Retrieved June 12, 2016. ^ a 5 Sulpher, Brian. IGN: Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn guide-characters. IGN. Archived from the original on February 6, 2008. Retrieved June 12, 2008. ^ a 5 c d e f Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn manual (PDF). Nintendo. 2007. Archive (PDF) from the
original on March 11, 2016. Retrieved June 12, 2016. ^ a 5 Sulpher, Brian. IGN: Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn guide—Rivals Collide. IGN. Archived from the original on July 13, 2011. Retrieved June 12, 2008. Sulpher, Brian. IGN: Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn guide-character 2. IGN. Archived from the original on February
7, 2009. Retrieved June 12, 2008. ^ a 5 c e シンドリドットシシ〜ファイアーシシシシシシシ暁の⼥神発 開スタッフインタビシー〜. Nintendo Dreams. 2007. Archived from the original on June 18, 2007. Retrieved July 17, 2015. ^ a 5 c Gantayat, Anoop (17 April 2007). Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn interview. IGN.
Archived from the original on July 1, 2007. Retrieved June 20, 2008. Graeber, Brendan (25 July 2019). IGN: Fire Emblem: Three Houses Review. Access date October 2020. ^ Digital Borders / Works / Games. Digital borders. number. from the original on May 9, 2015. Retrieved July 20, 2015. ^ ファイアーエムブレム メ
モリアルブック アカネイア‧クロニクル. Dengeki online. Archived from the original on April 14, 2015. Retrieved July 18, 2015. ^ a 1 Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn for Wii Reviews. Metacritic. Retrieved June 21, 2008. ^ a 5 c MacDonald, Keza (30 January 2008). Fire symbol: Radiant sunrise / / Wii / / Eurogamer.
Eurogamer. Retrieved June 21, 2008. ^ a 5 c d e f Anderson, Lark (14 November 2007). Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn for Wii review—GameSpot. Gamespot. Archived from the original on August 29, 2008. Retrieved June 21, 2008. a 5 Bozon, Mark (2 November 2007). IGN: Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn review. IGN.
Retrieved June 12, 2008. ^ Fire Emblem: Radiant Dawn for Wii review. Nintendo life. Retrieved March 18, 2009. ^ a 5 c e Rating: Fire symbol: Dawn radiance. Official Nintendo Magazine (29). May 2008. ^ a 1 b Boulette, Bryan. RPGamer: Radiant Dawn review. RPGamer. Archived from the original on June 22, 2008.
Retrieved June 12, 2008. Spadeface, Yuri (June 2008). Fire symbol: Dawn radiates. Super. Next Media (176): 59. ISSN 1320-7458. Donahoe, Michael (11 June 2007). 1UP: Radiant Dawn review. 1UP. Archived from the original on May 28, 2016. Retrieved June 12, 2008. 5 Villoria, Gerald (7 November 2007). Gamespy
Radiant Dawn review. Gamespy. Retrieved June 12, 2008. Note ^ Known in Japan as Fire Emblem: Akatsuki no Megami (ファイアーシシシレシシシ暁⼥神, Faiā Emuburemu: Akatsuki no Megami, lit. Fire Emblem: The Goddess of Dawn) ^ Sources disagree on the exact number: it is called item 10,[3] Link outside the
official European Website Official American Website (hosted) Fire Emblem: Akatsuki no Megami at Nintendo of Japan (in Japanese) Taken from
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